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female kokanee, Fish and Game
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samples to see whether the Island
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returned to Henry's Lake Outlet.
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Bringing back kokanee
Restoration effort at Island Park's Moose Creek earns praise from
fishermen

By ROB THORNBERRY
rthornberry@postregister.com

ISLAND PARK -- Con Gilmore and Bill Griffith watched with keen interest as a
cadre of Idaho Department of Fish and Game biologists wrangled kokanee
Sept. 12 in Henry's Lake Outlet.

The department crew was shocking, netting, spawning and eviscerating the
land-locked salmon as part of an experimental effort to return the fish to
Moose Creek and ultimately improve the kokanee fishery in Island Park
Reservoir.

Gilmore was an appreciative spectator. Kokanee once favored Moose Creek but the run disappeared over
time, and Gilmore was thrilled with the department's effort to return it.

"Moose Creek in the olden days was blood red with kokanee," said Gilmore, who has summered in Island
Park for 46 years. "You heard stories that you could walk across the creek on their backs, and I believe you
could.

"I think this effort is great. Any time you can restore something, it is a win."

A run disappears

Once, 50,000 to 60,000 adult kokanee annually traveled out of Island Park to spawn in Moose Creek, said
Greg Schoby, the regional fisheries biologist who is tasked with rebuilding the run. There were so many
spawners that Fish and Game harvested eggs annually and used them to fuel the state's kokanee stocking
program.

The state started harvesting eggs elsewhere and the run fell apart. The past three years, Schoby's crew has
surveyed Moose Creek for spawners but has come up empty-handed.

He said it may have been fires in the drainage or changes in habitat, but he isn't entirely sure. "I am in the
middle of investigating what happened," he said.

Along with the plummeting run, the kokanee fishery in Island Park started to decline, unwelcome news to ice
fishermen who like to harvest the tasty fish.

For roughly five years, Fish and Game officials have tried a variety of stocking changes to bolster the lake's
kokanee population, but none has garnered the return Fish and Game covets.

Enter the kokanee roundup.

A red rodeo

Last week, Fish and Game officials used a raft and drift boat to electro-fish Henry's Lake Outlet. The goal was
collecting 60 pairs of male and female kokanee.

Biologists collected the fish and sorted them into mid-river pens. It was chaotic work as the fish tried to flee
capture and the biologists unwittingly battled one another with long-handled dipnets. The workmanlike
atmosphere ocassionally digressed into anglers oggling

monster males with their red bodies, green heads, hooked jaws and plentiful teeth.

Once sorted, the kokanee were paired up and spawned in a riverside wall tent. Spent males were deposited
into a five-gallon bucket and females were clipped and cut as Schoby's team gathered genetic information.
They also harvested liver and kidney samples for disease testing.

In two days, the crew spawned 59 pairs of fish and fertilized roughly 75,000 eggs.

The carcasses were returned to the outlet, a fertilizer of sorts. Bear jokes were common and everybody tried
to figure out who would be fastest if a grizzly joined the party.

The next step

Schoby was thrilled with the two-day harvest of eggs, which are incubating at Henry's Lake Hatchery. The
eggs will "eye up," which is the first stage in growth. Schoby wants the eggs to grow to the eyed stages
because they will be more hardy.

In about a month, Fish and Game will place the eggs inside boxes that will be put inside coolers, which will be
placed in Moose Creek and Lucky Dog Creek. The coolers and boxes will provide protection from predators but
also will have holes in them so the eggs will be covered by each creek's water.

The hope is the eggs will hatch and the fry will imprint on the cold water of each reservoir tributary. If all goes
well, the fish will live in the creeks for a short time and then run downstream to Island Park Reservoir, where
they will grow into adults.

Eventually, Schoby said the harvested eggs will turn into spawners that call Moose Creek and Lucky Dog
Creek home.

"Ultimately, I think it has great potential to improve the kokanee fishery because right now we get nothing
from Moose Creek," Schoby said.
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Since Fish and Game kept genetic material from all 59 females it harvested last week, biologists will be able to
test future Moose Creek spawners and see if they came from last week's rodeo.

"We are going to be able to keep a very close eye on this recovery effort and see how it is working," Schoby
said.

He believes it will be sucessful. "I am very optimistic," he said.

That makes Gilmore and Griffiths happy.

"We all want it to be like it was when we were kids," Griffiths said. "The more fish the better."
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